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Student-made quizzes #

(Hing Chan #141)

1. FfP each identify the following treaties in British history:
England along with the other Allied Powers signed this with Germany to end WWI in 1919.
\Treaty of Versailles\
Louis XIV of France recognized William III as king of England and Anne as his successor in this treaty.
\Peace of _Ryswick_\
Henry II was recognized as Stephen's heir to the throne of England by this treaty
\Treaty ofWinchester\
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2. FTP each name the music term given the definition:
Two or more melodies combined to form a satisfying harmony
\Counterpoint\
Gradually softer
\Diminuendo\
A secular composition for two or more voices, introduced in Italy in the 14th century and revived in a different form during the 16th
century, at which time it also became popular with English, French, German, and Spanish composers.
\madrigal\
3. Identify the German literary works from characters FTP each. You11 only get five points if you also need the author.
10. Paul Baumer
5. Erich Maria Remarque
\_All Quiet On the Western FronC\
10. Tadzio and Gustave von Aschenbach
5. Thomas Mann
\_Death In Venice_\
10. Marie Derkum and Hans Schnier
5. Heinrich Boll
\_The Clown_\
4.30-20-10 Identify the American politician:
30: He was elected to the state legislature and from 1851-1855 served in the US House of Representatives. From January to April
1865 he was secretary of war in the cabinet of Confederate President Jefferson Davis.
20: From Kentucky, he was elected vice president of the US in 1856.
10: A leading spokesman of the proslavery faction of the Democratic party, he was nominated for the presidency by that faction in
1860.
\John Breckinridge\
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5. Identify the inventor, discoveror, or developer of the following for 10 pts each:
1. Electric Bell
\Answer: Joseph Henry\
2. Electromagnetic Induction
\Answer: Michael Faraday\
3. Electromagnetic balance
\Answer: Antoine Cesare Becquerel\
6. FTP each identify the Thomas Pynchon novel:
This recounts the search of Benny Profane and Herbert Stencil for a woman who surfaces in various incarnations and guises at crucial
moments in late 19th and early 20th century Europe.
W\
This sprawling narrative comprises numbersous threads having to do either directly or tangentially with the secret development and
deployment of a rocket by the Nazis near the end of WWII.
\Gravity's Rainbow\
In this novel Pynchon described a woman's strange quest to discover the mysterious, conspiratorial Tristero System in a futuristic
world of closed societies.
\The Cying of Lot 49\
7. FfP each answer these questions about Peter the Great:
In 1703, he began to build a new capital in this city.
\St. Petersburg\
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Name the Swedish King who fought against Peter the Great in the Second Northern War.
\Charles XII\
Name Peter's father, who was the Russian Tsar during the First Northern War.
\Alexis\
8. FTP each identify the following daughters of King Lear from their husbands:
1. Duke of Albany
\Answer: Goneril\
2. Duke of Cornwall
\Answer:Regan\
3. King of France
\Answer: Cordelia\
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9. FTP identify the act given clues or you11 get 5 points if you need the year:
10: This act taxed all legal documents, licenses, commercial contracts, newspapers, pamphlets, and playing cards.
5: 1765
\Stamp Act\
10: John Dickinson, a Philadelphia lawyer, published 12 popular essays that reiterated the colonists' denial of Parliament's right to tax
them and warned of a conspiracy by a corrupt British ministry to enslave Americans. The Massachusetts legislature sent the other
colonies a circular letter condemning these and calling for a united American resistance. British officials then ordered the dissolution
of the Massachusetts General Court if it failed to withdraw its circular letter; the court refused, by a vote of92 to 17, and was
dismissed.
5: 1767
\Townshend Acts\
10: They were officially called the Coercive Acts.
5: 1774
\Intolerable Acts\
10. FTP each answer these geographical questions about Australia:
Lake Eyre and the city of Salisbury are located in what state?
\South Australia\
Name the 150,000 square mile desert in Western Australia.
( . ,Great Sandy Desert\
+ What strait separates Australia from Tasmania?
~ \Bass Strait\
11. Identify the following effects for 15 pts each:
If an electric current is passed through a circuit in which there are 2 junctions between dissimilar metals, one junction is heated and the
other cooled.
\Answer:Peltier effect\
If 2 wires of different metals are welded together at both ends to form a loop, an electric current will flow through the loop if the 2
junctions are at different temperatures.
\Answer: Seebeck effect\
12. Identify the seemingly unconnected authors from works on a 10-5 basis.
1. 10. The novel _The End of the Road_ and the story collection _Lost In the Funhouse_.
5. The novella collection _Chimera_ and the novels _The Sot-Weed Factoe and _Giles Goat-Boy_.
\Answer: John _Barth_\
2. 10. The novels _Snow White_ and _The Dead Fathee.
5. The short-story collections _Amateurs_, _Come Back, Dr. CaligarL _Unspeakable Practices, Unnatural Acts_, and _Guilty
Pleasures_.
\Answer: Donald _Barthelme_\
3. 10. The novels _The Little Ministee and _Sentimental Tommy_.
5. The plays _What Every Woman Knows_ and _Peter Pan_.
\Answer: Sir J.M. _Barrie_\
13. On a 10-5 basis, identify the Chinese dynasty: 10 points given a description and 5 points given the dates of the dynasty.
10: Also called the Yin dynasty, it is the earliest Chinese dynasty to be historically verified by archaelogical evidence and written
·\nSCriPtions.
• 6: c.1523-c.1028BC
\Shang dynasty\
10: The Chinese Examination System was instituted in this dynasty
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5: 202BC-220AD
\Han Dynasty\
10: It was conquered by the Mongols under Kublai Khan, who replaced it with the Yuan dynasty.
5: 960-1279AD
\Sung or Song dynasty\
14. Identify the following laws for 10 pts each:
1. When 2 elements combine to form more than one compound, the weight of one element which will combine with a fixed weight of
the other element in the ratio of simple whole numbers.
\Law of Multiple Proportions\
2. When elements combine to form compounds they do so in fixed proportions by weight.
\Law of Definite Proportions or\
\Law of Constant Proportions(or Composition)\
3. In a vessel containing a mixture of gas, each gas would exert the same pressure as it would if the other constituents were not
present.
\Dalton's Law of Partial Pressures\
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15. It's time to play the name game! For example, givenJhe clue: A U2 song from the Reality Bites album and a Thomas Wolfe
novel, you would say: All I Want is You Can't Go Home Again.
A Nirvana remake of a David Bowie song and a sonnet by William Wordsworth
\The Man Who Sold the World is Too Much With Us\
A Tom Petty Song from Full Moon Fever and a novel by Cao Zhan
\Runnin'Down a Dream ofthe Red Chamber\
An REM song from Automatic For the People and a novel by Somerset Maugham whose hero is Charles Strickland.
\Man on the Moon and Sixpence\
16. Identify the patron saint of the following on a 10-5 basis:
10 Accountants, bankers, bookkeepers, and tax collectors
5 His is the first book in the New Testament.
\Matthew\
10 Astronomers
5 In 1216, he won the consent of Pope Honorius III to form a new religious order.
\Dominic\
10 Locksmiths and fishermen
5 He was the first pope.
\ St. Peter\
17. Identify the following about Greek mythology:
1. Fot 5 pts each, what are the 2 divisions of the Underworld?
\Answer: Erebus and Tartarus\
2. For 10 pts, on arrival to Hades, dead people who were good in their former life were sent here.
\Answer: Elysian Fields\
3. Fot 10 pts, the gods can never break an oath if they swear upon the name of this river.
\Answer: Styx\
18. Identify the painting 30-20-10-5:
30: It was rediscovered in 1861, having been covered over with a panel painting by Vasari. On the stone wall of the narrow tomb in
the painting is written the inscription, "I was once what you are and what I am you will become".
20: Unlike many of the painter's works which are in the Brancacci Chapel, it was commissioned for the church of the Santa Maria
Novella. It consists of 6 figures, the 2 on the lower step being donors.
10: Masaccio painted it.
5: The focus of the painting is on the bearded figure behind a cross, a dove, and a man on the cross.
\The Trinity or The Holy Trinity\
19. FTP each identify the following philosophers:
Before finishing his medical studies, he went on an exploring expedition in Brazil with the Swiss-American naturalist Louis Agassiz
and also studied physiology in Germany. He wrote such works as Human Immortality and The Varieties of Religious Experience
\William James\
His voluminous writings include Psychology, The School and Society, and Democracy and Education.
\John Dewey\
Living from 1855-1916, this American philosopher and teacher, was the leading American exponent of idealism.
\Josiah Royce\
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20. For five points each, provide the name of a vitamin given its common name.
1. vitamin B3
\Answer: nicotinic acid (accept niacin)\
2. vitamin A
\Answer: retinol (accept retinoic acid)\
3. vitamin B 1
\Answer: thiamine\
4. vitamin B2
\Answer: riboflavin\
5. folic acid
\Answer: pteroylglutamic acid\
6. vitamin C
\Answer: ascorbic acid\
21. Identify the person 30-20-10:
30 Soon after settling in Boston, this reformer held Sunday sermons to spread the philosophy of Antinomianism.
20 With the words I do deliver you up to Satan, the Reverend John Wilson excommunicated her in 1638.
10 Born in 1591 as Anne Marbury, she was the founder of Providence, Rhode Island.
\Answer: Anne Hutchinson\
22. For 5 points each and a 5 point bonus for all correct, identify the murderers of the following characters in opera:
Bizet's Carmen
Don Jose
Wozzeck
Berg's Marie
Romeo
Gounod's Tybalt
Wagner's Fasolt
Fafner
Tchaikovsky's Lensky
Eugene One gin
\Opera bonus\
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23. Identify the sociologist given a work for 10 points or if you need his nationality you 11 get 5 points:
10: Mind and Society
5: Italian
,Vilfredo Pareto\
10: The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism
5: German
\Max Weber\
10: The Division of Labor in Society
5: French
\Emile Durkheim\
24. Identify the fictitious person 30-20-10:
30 He was created by Fran Striker and George W. Trendle.
20 He was the secret identity of the Texas Ranger John Reid.
10 His sidekick was named Tonto.
\Answer: The Lone Ranger\
25. For 5 points apiece and a 5 point bonus for all correct, identify the painters of the following Madonnas that are not by Raphael.
Leonardo Da Vinci
Madonna of the Rocks
Bruges Madonna
Michelangelo
Giovanni Bellini
The Madonna of the Meadow(c.1500-1505)
Madonna and Child with St. Martina and St. Agnes El Greco
The Gualino Madonna
Cimabue
\Artists bonus\

26. Identify this figure 30-20-10:
30 This son of Metion s name means the cunning worker.
20 He tried to kill his nephew, Perdix, by pushing him off a tower. But Minerva rescued the boy by changing him into a partridge.
10 He is the inventor of axes, awls, bevels, and the labyrinth for King Minos of Crete.
OAnswer: Daedalus\
27. Guess the author from clues. You11 get three tries (30,20,10).
30: As a young man, he moved to Texas, where he edited and published _The Rolling Stone_, a humor magazine.

20: His first story, "Whistling Dick's Christmas Stocking," was published in _McClure's Magazine_.
10: His real name was William Sydney Porter.
\_0. Henry_ (accept William Sydney _Portee if BEFORE 10)\
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